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Inside this edition

A polite reminder when entering or exiting the school grounds on foot
please use the pedestrian gates and keep to the path. We’ve noticed an
increase in parents and children walking straight across the car park
which is extremely dangerous. Also please remember that you must not
ride electric scooters or bikes whilst on school grounds.
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NO PARKING ON SCHOOL SITE
A quick reminder, especially for our new parents, that there is no parking allowed on site. Please
find safe street parking and walk your children into the school grounds. Thank you.

Enjoy your weekend and we’ll see you back in school on Monday at 8.45am, (timings differ for
Reception children).
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VICTASTIC CERTIFICATES AWARDED TO. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Miss Holmes

Miss Addison-Bruce

Cienna Mansfield for joining in this week during story time and retelling the story of the
week ‘Pete the Cat’ independently.
Patryk Zolnacz for his enthusiasm this week during phonics, joining in with naming all of the
pictures and finding objects that match these around the classroom.
Ahmed Souleman for being a good friend to all of children in the class.
Nela Szubiak for developing her confidence in school and making lots of friends.
Kaya-Ray Parmar for settling so well into Year 1 and trying her very best in her learning.

Mrs Hensman

Kai Meade for super explaining in maths when comparing numbers and using the greater
than and less than symbols.
Alan Balicki for really trying with his sounds to communicate and say words.

Mrs Chauhan

James Hedges for trying his best to complete his sentence about toys in connected
curriculum.

Mrs Walmsley

Maria Moderatu for her amazing effort in Maths this week learning numbers.

Mrs Brindle
Miss Cox
Mr Tyson

Mrs O’Mahoney

Mrs Embling

Hannah Latusek for consistently following our school rules and being and excellent role
model.
Hashir Khan for fantastic perseverance in all lessons.
Vanesa Jurlovaite for super work in maths comparing numbers using inequality symbols.
Sarah-Janelle Tetteh for superb vocabulary suggestions in English lessons.
Devon Troughton for showing excellent perseverance skills in handwriting.
Albert Dorofte for showing enjoyment in all he does and persevering when he finds things
challenging.
Amelia Zawadzka for showing kindness to others when they are upset.
David Grabarek for persevering and showing bravery at swimming.

Jamie Timpson for his careful investigation of shadows.
Kiara Mpayah for trying her best in all of her lessons.

Mrs Slow

Chelston Meade for following all of the school rule sand preferring with his work even when

Mrs Harding

Lucy Bothamley for being a conscientious learner and always trying to abide by our Victoria
values.

Mrs Bellamy
Miss Smith
Miss Costanzo

Mrs Stevenson

Olivia Grzesiak for working hard on place value in maths.
Olek Tyminski for settling in well to school.
Jeevesh Subbarum for being awesome in everything that we have do.
Laura Holland for working to the best of her ability all the time with a smile on her face.
Can Ucer for always giving his best and demonstrating the Victoria values of responsibility,
cooperation and perseverance.
Mihai Bita for his engagement with accelerated reading. He reads regularly and is showing
great progress.
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GOLDEN BOOK

Mehnaz Chowdhury, Class 5A
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NOTICEBOARD
Hatton Academies Trust Long Service Awards
Members of staff from Victoria Primary Academy, Sir Christopher Hatton Academy, Oakway Academy and Ecton Village
Primary attended an awards ceremony at Sir Christopher Hatton Academy last week to celebrate staff who have 5, 10, 15
or 20 years or more service with the Trust. The presentation was given by Rob Hardcastle, CEO for Hatton Academies
Trust and awards were given out by the Principals of each school. The recipients of the awards were given a certificate
and a pin badge acknowledging their service. For those that have been with the Trust for 20 years or more (of which there
were quite a few, including Mrs Scargill) they received an experience day gift voucher for an activity of their choice!
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THIS WEEK’S SPORTING CHAMPIONS
RA

Darta Kaveckis for her super throwing and catching skills outside

RB

Caitlyn Abbott for showing great agility on the trim trail

1A

Liliana Sitko for fabulous ball control while ‘taking her ball for a walk’ during indoor PE.

1B

Logan Jones for great participation in PE.

2A

Inex Olchawa for super gymnastic shapes and her ability to join them together with agility
and control.

2B

Pauline Przyplot for great perseverance and effort to develop her agility, balance and
coordination.

3A

Bartosz Wierciak for brilliant accuracy in indoor Kurling.

3B

Parker Lacey for amazing hula hooping skills.

4A

Kacper Kaminski for amazing effort in swimming .

4B

Tobias Moreton for persevering with basketball skills even when he found them hard.

5A

Lorcan McLaren for demonstrating good basket an football skills.

5B

Mikaela Mpayah for great dribbling and chest pass skills.

6A

Ellie Reynolds for listening carefully to all of the instructions and making sure she played
fair.

6B

Mary Masanzu for great ball control and team work in Bench ball this week.
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